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Abstract

To remain competitive in the marketplace, companies at-
tempt to minimize their expenses while satisfying diverse
customer requirements. If several different products are
produced to service related but different market niches,
then there may be implied similarities between this set or
family of products. The company can then attempt to lever-
age those similarities, reducing waste and improving over-
all family performance. One major difficulty arises when
designing a family of products. The sharing of components
between the different products is critical to the success of
the family, but is a hard combinatorial problem that has
implications with all aspects of the design. This paper in-
troduces a product family design methodology to leverage
product commonalities found using data mining techniques
on a generated database of potential designs. To begin
to demonstrate this methodology, a modeling environment
was created integrating agent-based models as well as sev-
eral system models capable of analyzing a family of un-
manned aerial vehicles operating under two different sce-
narios: aerial firefighting, and maritime surveillance.

1 Introduction and Motivation

The objective of product family design is to create a set
of products that satisfy specific market niches while mini-
mizing overall family costs[14]. Because products will be
servicing sufficiently similar markets, there may be some
component similarities. Ideally, sharing components be-
tween similar products should reduce the cost of the family
by lessening the duplication of effort.

Using these shared components, called platforms, be-
tween different products can minimize waste by utilizing
one shared component instead of two or more. This de-
creases engineering design effort and increases manufac-
turing efficiency thereby lowering family costs. Families
also have the ability to consider reconfigurable systems
that maintain a high level of performance by changing its
components to meet multiple functional requirements or a
change in operating conditions[17].

However, product families do have drawbacks. There
is a tradeoff to consider when making commonality deci-
sions is the penalty to an individual product’s performance.

Once a component is shared, there is less design freedom
and that platform may compromise the end product. For
example, if the respective products’ requirements are too
dissimilar, sharing components may result in unsatisfactory
results for both end products. Failing to meet customer ex-
pectations either through lower end products being overde-
signed and/or higher end products can result in lower mar-
ket shares. Furthermore, design complexity also increases
in families because formerly independent products are now
coupled and require interfaces between the platforms and
the rest of the product[8].

It is important to identify which components are sim-
ilar enough, so that sharing does not compromise the indi-
vidual products’ performances. When considering a num-
ber of family design alternatives, balanced and informed
decisions require a methodology to systematically trade-off
the cost savings and performance losses.

Many existing product family design methods make
decisions a priori about how components can be shared;
constraining them across every product in the family, or not
at all. Methods that simultaneously optimize component
sharing and design variable settings have the potential to
find better families because some subsets of products may
be more alike than others[7]. However, allowing compo-
nents to be shared between any subset of products results in
a large combinatorial problem, and thus considering large
product families can be computationally prohibitive.

Figure 1, provides a holistic view of the different levels
in product family design. The figure illustrates the differ-
ent domains in product family design as well as the com-
binatorial mappings between the different domains[5]. For
example the product portfolio is the mapping between cus-
tomer needs and the individual functional requirements.
The product portfolio describes the numbers of products
and which product and set of functional requirements are
necessary for each market niche. The mapping between
the design parameters and functional requirements is the
platform specification. Here different components are ei-
ther unique to a particular product or are shared among
one or more products. There are lower levels of mappings
and finer details as the product family design process pro-
gresses into process and logistic design however for the
purposes of this paper only the product definition and prod-
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Fig. 1 A Holistic View of Product Family Design and
Development[5]
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uct design are considered.
To help guide the formulation of a new methodology,

we will begin by investigating part of the breakdown of
the different aspects in product family design. Figure 2
presents hierarchically the domains in product family de-
sign. The top space of this hierarchy depicts the customer
need niches that products must target to be successful. Be-
low the customer needs space is the functional require-
ments space that each product must meet. The third layer
is the product space where each product is defined by phys-
ical design parameters. The lowest level is the module
spaces. Here each module space encompasses their own
subset of design parameters relevant from the product de-
sign parameters. Like in the holistic view, the mapping be-
tween the customer needs space and the functional require-
ments space is the product portfolio; mapping between the
functional space and the product space is the product archi-
tecture; mapping between the module subspaces and the
product space is the platform sharing configuration.

This paper proposes a method that can identify compo-
nent commonalities which will attempt to lessen the com-
binatorial problems by identifying possible sets of product
family platforms enabling a more efficient exploration of
different product families. This is done by inspecting the
domain subspaces for natural groupings. These domains
exist across the entire scope of product family design, but
this method focuses on module subspaces. If components
from different products are similar enough to be grouped
together in these subspaces, then those components could
possibly become the same platform, because the perfor-
mance tradeoff should be smaller than grouping dissimilar
components. Using these natural groupings should lessen

the combinatorial problem in the family design allowing
for more alternatives to be considered. The methodology
needs to balance cost savings and performance compro-
mises due to component commonality and should address
product growth potential, technology evolution, and uncer-
tainty.

To aid in the demonstration of the methodology a mod-
eling environment needs to be created that captures the
complexities of the scenarios the family will operate. Fur-
thermore, this environment will need to contain enough de-
tails to allow the different component subspaces to be ex-
plored and to quantify their impact through to the customer
needs level. A family is being considered that fulfills two
distinct scenarios: aerial firefighting, and maritime moni-
toring. Because the different members of the family will
be interacting with each other, a system of system (SoS)
model will need to be implemented. The SoS nature of
these scenarios also further complicates the family design
process.

2 Family Design Methodology

The proposed methodology attempts to address the design
of a product family from the beginning problem definition
stage though to the establishment of all of the physical de-
sign parameters of both the unique components and the
various product platforms. The complete methodology is
illustrated in figure 3. This proposed methodology identi-
fies the trade-off between product performances and costs
by identifying family commonalities in a robust and sys-
tematic way. It does this using pattern recognition in the
context of the larger product family design process.

This methodology begins similarly to the general out-
line of axiometric design[19]. The first steps relate to the
definition of customer needs and requirements and to the
generation of alternative architectures. Using this informa-
tion, detailed models can be created that capture the design
parameter’s impacts on high level customer requirements.
Those models can then be explored to generate a database
of potential designs that are subsequently filtered at differ-
ent levels using various constraints until only the best sub-
set remains. Product platform decisions can then be guided
by identifying similarities between the different products
in the component subspaces. A final product family can be
identified using the down selected platform options.

The first step is to identify the set of high level capa-
bilities the customer desires. The goal is to understand the
problems that need to be solved. This step can be done
by background research as well as other sources like de-
tailed market analysis and customer interactions. There
have been several studies for performing market segmen-
tation at this customer needs level[20, 6, 2]. Ultimately,
the designer should be able to describe the targeted market
niches as well as translate the customers’ needs into Mea-
sures of Effectiveness (MoEs). In this step environmentally
driven noise parameters are also identified which can drive
the products performances away from the desired customer
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Fig. 3 Product Family Design Proposed Methodology

requirements.
Next these customer needs must to be translated into

engineering requirements. After the customer needs are
identified and codified, a functional breakdown is used to
determine the functions necessary to satisfy the customer
requirements. A functional breakdown is performed by
analyzing similar existing systems and by applying engi-
neering intuition and experience to the problem. Stone et
al. [18] introduces three heuristics to create a systematic
module identification approach 1) a function flow may pass
through a product unchanged, 2) a flow may branch, form-
ing independent function changes, or 3) a function flow
may be converted to a different form. According to their
study, the choice of which module to implement is not ob-
vious and these rules help to keep modules easily identifi-
able with a particular function.

Once the functional breakdown is completed different
family architectures can start to be developed. The family
architecture relates the different functions back to physical
systems and is concerned with modularity and the com-
monality between the different products[5]. For complex
systems there is no unique mapping between functions and
systems. In addition to creating the function to system
mappings, individual product’s modules should be identi-
fied. A module is a subsystem that can be treated as an
individual product block and will be used later when look-
ing for similarities between the different products in the
family[15, 16].

Then, after alternative architectures are generated, a
modeling and simulation environment is built to evalu-
ate how well the different architectures meet the customer
needs. When creating the models of the system, care

should be taken to address appropriate levels of fidelity.
Typically, as physics codes increase in fidelity, their com-
putation time also increases greatly requiring the use of
surrogate models. Surrogate models, like neural networks
or response surface equations, are tuned to the underlying
physics based models, capturing the relevant variability and
can be executed in a fraction of the time. This speedup
allows for a more densely sampled database for the data
mining. Dense sampling is important to ensure that the
database adequately represents the product spaces. The end
result of this step is to have a modeling and simulation en-
vironment that is able to capture the impacts of product
components on high level customer MoEs.

After the modeling environment is created, the
database of each product is populated either using a design
of experiments or a random sampling of the design space.
When exploring the design space of each product, there is
no assumed platform configuration, i.e. the products are
evaluated independently without component sharing.

This exploration step is critical because it generates
the database of product design alternatives. If the database
proves to be too sparse and fails to capture feasible points
then additional sampling schemes must be employed. To
improve the quality of each product’s design alternatives,
local optimizers could be used. However, it is important to
have an even exploration of the design space, so that any
groupings found later are due to the physics of the problem
rather than biases in the optimizer.

The database generating process up to this point can be
vizualized returning to the hierarchical product family do-
mains with the dots representing different possible designs,
figure 4. On the figure, the lowest domain is the individual
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module spaces for each component in all of the products.
For example, only the engine, fuselage, and radar is shown
but in reality there can be very many components consid-
ered. The next higher domain is the product space where
each product is composed of all of their shared components
as well as any unique components. Products are mapped
up to the next level into the functional requirements space
using various performance models like vehiclle models or
sensor models. Examples of performances that belong to
the functional requirements space would be each vehicle’s
speed, range, and payload capacity. Finally, the highest do-
main is the customer needs space. This requires another
level of modeling to be able to calculate how well differ-
ent sets of products are able to accomplish their respective
requirements.

Once the database has been populated it can be post
processed with different constraints to narrow the design
range. These requirements can represent customer needs,
feasibility constraints, viability constraints, and/or techni-
cal constraints. Products that fail to meet their required
customer needs are pruned and not considered in the pool
of points to be clustered. The database is also biased to the
physics of the problem as well as the feasibility constraints.

Once the database is filtered, the module spaces can
be inspected to look for natural groupings in the design pa-
rameters. The goal is to be able to, for each module space,
identify if any products are similar to one another which
would indicate potential family commonalities.

Identifying possible sets of product component com-
monalities for the feasible designs is done on the separate
subspaces. Each subspace represents an individual compo-
nent extracted from the database of generated design points
for the whole family. If components from different prod-
ucts are similar enough to be grouped together, then those
components could possibly become a single component.

There are several possible data mining techniques
that could be employed to extract the component similar-
ities. Freeman[4] demonstrated using fuzzy equivalence
relations extracted from fuzzy c-means cluster member-
ship functions to show the binary relationship between
one product’s component to a different product’s compo-
nent. The study shows pattern recognition analysis was
able to identify similarities between the different compo-
nents when compared to a alternative product platforming
method. Fuzzy equivalence relations can be used to gener-
ate a heuristic for further product family investigation.
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Fig. 5 Component Commonality Dendrogram

These relations can be visualized in a dendrogram, fig-
ure 5. As the decision parameter increases only products
with a strong relationship continue to be grouped together.
At the extreme low, products all share the same platform
and at the high end are no sharing occurs. For example, in
the engine module space engine aircraft 2 and aircraft 3 are
more similar to each other than to aircraft 1. Likewise, for
the radar and fuselage aircraft components but the differ-
ence is smaller between the fuselages.

Now the heuristic can then be used to guide ex-
ploration in determining the component partitioning that
yields the ideal cost savings as well and how much per-
formance penalties there are in the products. This final
step explores the family and architectural design space us-
ing different component sharing suggested by the preced-
ing pattern recognition step. The end goal is to identify
which architecture and family should be carried forward
into more detailed design and analysis. Because the com-
monality decisions are guided by naturally grouped points,
there should be less wasted computational effort on poor
areas in the design space allowing better searching in the
preferred regions. For example from the notional dendro-
gram above, sharing and engine, fuselage, or radar between
aircraft one and aircraft two and three is not recommended.
Again this is based off of clustering those module spaces
and finding that product one was more different than prod-
uct two and three.

There is also an iterative procedure that can occur be-
tween steps 6 and 7. Because the database has already been
generated in step 5 it is simple for the designer to interact
with the data and re-filter based on different constraints.
When different design constraints are used, different sets
of design alternatives are left in each module space. Using
data mining on the spaces can yield alternative groupings
which then can be compared with patterns found from the
other criteria. This captures the component commonality
sensitivities. For example, if two products continue to have
similar engines even as different constraints are placed on
the products, then it strengthens the support that those two
products should share a common engine.

It is critical to verify these suggested commonalities
by evaluating the precise tradeoff between cost and perfor-
mance presented by sharing. The final objective of this is
to arrive at a complete product family portfolio that max-
imizes the amount of cost savings while minimizing the
performance penalties. Ultimately, this tradeoff is what de-
cision makers will use to select the family.
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Fig. 6 Area of Greece under Consideration

3 System of Systems Mission Scenarios

The remainder of this paper focuses on the implementation
of the modeling and simulation environment able to evalu-
ate the performance of a product family of aerial vehicles
for two different scenarios. These scenarios are different
enough to require distinct product solutions, but are similar
enough to allow family considerations. The first scenario
explored the possibility of using a system of UAVs for fire-
fighting in the remote Greek islands. The second scenario
explored the use of a family of UAVs for maritime surveil-
lance and monitoring off the coast of Norway.

The firefighting scenario was developed around the
Greek islands because the islands off the coast of Greece
are small, and dispersed. So housing local fire units would
be cost prohibitive. This combined with hot summers, dry
brush, lighting strikes, and human negligence, causes fre-
quent fires posing a threat to the natural beauty and infras-
tructure of Greece. To prevent this damage, the focus of the
scenario is to monitor the region with real time surveillance
of the forest regions with high altitude aircraft; and, when
the fires do appear, provide continuous coverage of the fire
location and fire extinguishing support with fire retardants.
Figure 6 shows the portions of the Greek islands used to
develop the modeling and simulation environment.

The second scenario is the patrolling of the Norwegian
maritime Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ). Maritime traf-
fic is very dense in the North Sea, especially in the south of
Norway near the strait leading to the Baltic Sea. Also, sev-
eral Norwegian offshore oil and natural gas platforms lie in
the same area, around 70 nm off the coast. These platforms
require persistent surveillance by the coast guard to moni-
tor the release of oil into the sea as well as protect the rigs
themselves. Large accidental discharge is unlikely however
smaller intentional discharge due to shipping cleaning out
tanks or oily bilge is much more frequent[3]. Many Eu-

Fig. 7 Norway Coast

ropean countries have agreements for monitoring, dealing,
and prosecuting illegal oil discharge at sea[1].

In addition to environmental monitoring and response,
this scenario requires vehicles suitable for Search and Res-
cue (SAR) of distressed ships. Accidents happen at sea
and it is the responsibility of the coast guard to offer aid.
Having a persistent aerial surveillance allows the tracking
of polluters such as tankers cleaning out their tanks, mon-
itoring of trawlers to ensure they stay in the fishing areas,
and possibly preventing terrorist attacks on the platforms.
Maintaining the safety and health of this region requires a
mechanism to be in place which is capable of monitoring
the illegal discharge of oil slicks, and the required disper-
sion and clean-up of these slicks; and the searching for any
distressed vessels in need of rescuing.

Figure 7 shows a real time evaluation of the vessels off
the coast of Norway collected using the Automatic Identifi-
cation System, AIS[10]. The AIS monitors different types
of ships, represented by different colors) and reports their
position. As can be seen, the traffic can be high in specific
areas near the coast. These regions can be home to many
different services that require ships to dock and make this
a high traffic region of transient ships; many without much
interest vested in the local environment. Whenever there is
high traffic without much private interest, coupled with a
small likelihood of being caught, there will be violations of
local laws.

Both of these problems exhibit long endurance mon-
itoring and surveillance missions which are better con-
ducted at higher altitudes with improved fuel efficiencies,
and also low altitude time critical delivery missions. Be-
cause of the long endurance times required and high mis-
sion risk in the case of the firefighting unmanned aircraft
are ideal[9]. Also because there is not a current existing of
unmanned aircraft, the ideal component sharing between
the different aircraft is unknown making these scenarios an
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interesting design opportunity.

3.1 Step 1 Customer Needs

The customer needs for the example problems can be iden-
tified through background literature review and the descrip-
tion of the scenarios. In the firefighting scenario, the cus-
tomer needs to prevent damage cause by the fire. To that
end, the high level MoEs identified are: the time it takes to
detect fire, the time to respond to the fire, the size of the
burnt land, and the cost of the associated systems.

For the maritime monitoring scenario, the customer
needs are to limit ecological damage from maritime oil dis-
charge as well as prevent loss of life from accidents at sea.
These needs are translated into the following MoEs: time
to identify oil spills, time to clean spills, successful identi-
fication of the polluter, average time ships go unmonitored
by any aircraft, time to search for any distressed boats, time
to respond to any distressed boats, and the costs of the pro-
gram. In addition to these MoEs for both scenarios, they
also have noise factors including the geographic locations
of the oil spill, fire, or distressed boats. These noise factors
a important for identifying the robustness of any resulting
aircraft family.

3.2 Step 2 Functional Breakdown

For the scenarios’ functional breakdown, various necessary
missions were identified. These missions would need to be
completed for the family to successfully meet the customer
needs.

Two missions were identified for the firefighting sce-
nario: fire monitoring, and firefighting. The fire monitoring
mission is to provide coverage of the fire prone land. Once
a fire is detected a firefighting mission is performed to drop
fire retardants.

The maritime monitoring scenario has six identified
missions: patrol (fisheries, oil platforms), ship tracking,
environmental monitoring, oil spill response, and search
and rescue. The fishery patrol and ship tracking missions
help to provide awareness to the Norwegian Coast Guard in
its task of maintaining security and enforcing the Norwe-
gian EEZ. Environmental monitoring is critical also to the
protection of the Norwegian coastline from maritime pol-
luters who dump bilge and wash oil tanks in the open sea.
The primary goal of this mission is to detect and verify oil
slicks while collecting sufficient evidence for legal action.
Once a spill is detected, and if it is of appropriately large
size, the system moves to an oil spill response mission ca-
pable of delivering tools to quickly combat the spill; like
dropping oil dispersant before the slick can interfere with
wildlife. Occasionally, there are ships that require assis-
tance due to the harsh weather. At these times, the system
needs to be able to search for and locate distressed vessels /
people and monitor the situation until additional assistance
arrives. Once finding the distressed vessels / people, a res-
cue mission is performed to deliver emergency aid.
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Fig. 8 Mission Hierarchy

These missions cause induced functions for their suc-
cessful completion. For example, in the firefighting sce-
nario, fires must be able to be sensed with enough accu-
racy to successfully delivery fire retardants in a location
that maximizes their effectiveness. Induced functions of
for the maritime monitoring missions include, the aircraft
being be able to sense the locations of ships, oil spills, and
distressed boats.

3.3 Step 3 Family Architectures

The next step is to use the functional requirements to for-
mulate possible solutions. To simplify the kinds of subsys-
tems involved both a radar and infrared sensor will be used
to satisfy the induced functions of the aircraft being able
to sense and track their environment. The kinds of aircraft
will also be limited to traditional tube and wing configu-
rations to allow for better benchmarking against existing
alternatives.

The firefighting scenario only has two missions, recon-
naissance and delivery of a large payload of fire retardant.
There are two possible main solutions for performing these
missions: having one aircraft searching and dropping, or
having unique aircraft types for each role.

Because the maritime monitoring scenario contains
more functional requirements the missions are first catego-
rized into two types: information gathering, and delivery.
The ship tracking mission can be treated as a superset of the
patrol, environmental monitoring, and search missions. In-
formation gathering missions will trigger the delivery mis-
sions of spill response and rescue once their respective tar-
gets are found.

After inspecting the mission hierarchy, different high
level family architectures are developed. Figure 9 shows
the first architecture being considered. Here, there is one
aircraft that performs all of the information gathering mis-
sions and a different aircraft that is called to perform the
special delivery missions. Simple mission profiles are in-
cluded for each of the different missions and are used to
help develop mission performance models.

The second architecture that could be considered is
shown in Figure 10. Here, the information gathering mis-
sions are combined with their unique delivery segments.
For example, for the search and rescue missions, one air-
craft performs the searching and then is capable of drop-
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ping aid to the distressed vessels / people.

3.4 Step 4 Modeling and Simulation

These scenarios requires complex modeling environments
to be created capable of generating the required design
database which captures everything from the component
level to the customer needs level. Two environments are
created coupling with their respective system level mod-
els to understand the impact of the various components at
higher levels. For the two simulations, it is optimal to max-
imize the code reused between the two environments while
still changing the scenario specific elements of the environ-
ment.

To be able to capture the customer needs level a Sys-
tem of Systems (SoS) model needs to be created. There
are several methods to model and analyze SoS each with
their own strengths and weaknesses. The most common
methods for exploring these complex design spaces are dis-
crete event simulations, and agent based models (ABMs).
Agent-based models were found to be suitable for these two
problems to more flexibly capture interactions between the
vehicles and the scenarios’ environments. Below, figure 11,
is an image of the modeling and simulation environment for
the firefighting scenario.

To create the full integrated modeling and simulation
environments, several sub-models are required. For exam-
ple, sensor models and an aircraft sizing model which will

DOE

Radar

Infarred

Volume

FLOPS

Radar

Infarred

Volume

FLOPS

ABM

Cost

Search
Aircraft

Firefighting
Aircraft

Fig. 11 Integrated Modeling and Simulation Environment
for the Firefighting Scenario

be input into the ABM. The sizing and synthesis of air-
craft for this integrated environment, based off of a notional
medium altitude long endurance (MALE) aircraft, requires
several various code disciplines.

The system level models yield vehicle level Measures
of Performance (MoPs) and the agents used in the SoS
models create a mapping from the MoPs to overall mission-
level Measures of Effectiveness (MoEs). The modeling en-
vironment is used to populate a large database full of po-
tential product designs that satisfy all of their requirements
and then use that database to find opportunities for com-
monality. The base system level models were created us-
ing first principles for the various mission sensors (radar,
infrared sensors) as well as simple cost estimating relation-
ships to understand how expensive certain components are.

The appropriate initial inputs are selected from the de-
sign of experiments, which is combined with each aircraft,
and sized independently (depending on the needs of the
payload volume and the sensor package). Following the
sizing, the SoS simulation is implemented and metrics are
stored.

For these two examples radar and infrared sensor mod-
els are developed from first principles and implemented in
Matlab. In the maritime problem radar can be used to de-
tect ships at sea, while for the Greek problem radar can be
used to detect fires by the return from smoke. For the radar
modeling, the basic radar equation is implemented which
is based off of models from Mahafza[12]. Infrared sensors
are needed to be able to identify polluters in the Norwegian
simulation and to provide additional information about the
fire in the Greek simulation. The infrared sensor model is
from Lomheim[11].

The volume sizing of the aircraft is performed in Mat-
lab and captures the dependency of the geometry and pay-
load volume to ensure that the firefighting aircraft and oil
spill response/rescue aircraft are large enough for their pay-
load. With this volume sizing approach the internal place-
ment of each of the components is ignored. Since this is a
conceptual design study it is important to find the subclass
of vehicles that are capable of completing the mission be-
fore specific locations are considered. Using the assump-
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tions about the traditional aircraft configuration: the air-
craft has a cylindrical fuselage, and the avionics and other
internal components will not increase or decrease in vol-
ume from a baseline aircraft. These imply that the changes
to the fuselage length directly impact the size of the pay-
load the aircraft is capable of carrying. The inputs for this
sizing method are the payload volume, the percentage of
the payload carried internally, and the notional MALE air-
craft geometry. The outputs are the fuselage length and the
payload water weight.

The aircraft sizing is then conducted using a code
known as FLOPS[13] and uses all of the relevant coupling
parameters from the sensor models and volume sizing. The
sizing of the aircraft is conducted as a rubber aircraft from
a notional MALE model. This aircraft has an endurance
which is superior to 24 hours of loitering and a payload of
up to 3,000 lbs. On the larger side, this aircraft is scaled to
be similar to the CL-215 with a 12,000 lb payload.

FLOPS models were created for the four separate con-
figurations: two for the Greek problem, and two for the
Norwegian problem. Each test problem has a patrol aircraft
and a drop aircraft with slightly different missions. All of
the aircraft models use a turboprop engine and are based on
a calibrated rubberized engine model for a notional MALE
aircraft. The FLOPS model is used to calculate optimal
mission conditions, components and gross weights.

After all the sub models are executed the SoS ABM
can use the metrics of performance to conduct an investi-
gation of the vehicles’ effectiveness of completing the mis-
sion. In order to accomplish measuring the effectiveness
many, but not all, of the outputs from the system level sim-
ulations are required for input into the SoS level simulation.
These inputs are then combined with simulation specific in-
puts.

There are several metrics which require investigation,
figure 12. As can be seen in the list there are many similar
metrics for both of the simulations.

The execution of the SoS agent based models are simi-
lar for both scenarios. First, the simulation is initialized at a
steady state and an allocation of the tasks is conducted. An
example of this allocation in the Greek simulation is after a
fire is detected, the simulation identifies retardant delivery

is needed; however, within the simulation only a subset of
the aircraft are capable of completing this mission, and thus
one of the drop aircraft is selected to complete the mission
in lieu of the searching aircraft. Upon selecting the aircraft,
a check of the aircraft’s ability to successfully complete the
mission is also measured. This check determines whether
or not the aircraft has enough fuel to complete the mission.
If it does not, a different aircraft is selected.

After a proper asset has been selected, the mission is
conducted and the environment updated for the new con-
ditions. This process repeats itself until an exit criteria has
been reached. The only difference between the two simula-
tions in terms of resource allocation is in the maritime prob-
lem, a search and rescue mission may take precedence over
the oil slick identification and dispersant missions. The rea-
son for this is obvious: the possibility of saving lives is
significantly more important.

The specific patrol algorithm for these simulations has
been developed by ASDL to search the area in a systematic
matter. For this search function each pixel is set to a cost
function for each of the searching aircraft. The cost func-
tion indicates the last time the pixel was seen, the closeness
of the pixel to other aircraft and the closeness of the pixel to
the specified aircraft. This cost function pushes searching
aircraft to explore areas which have not been seen as well
as prevents aircraft from pursuing identical search regions.

This environment combines the elements necessary to
generate the product database which will be populated in
the future by evaluating the effectiveness of the aircraft
family in performing these complex system of systems mis-
sions.

4 Summary

Companies competing across a variety of market niches
should attempt to identify any product similarities. The
company can then attempt to leverage those similarities to
streamline design, manufacturing, and maintenance of the
overall family. Care must be taken to not employ unneces-
sary sharing to prevent large decreases in performances or
a large increases in overall system complexity.

There is a gap from a methodology standpoint in ad-
dressing the complex and combinatorial nature of family
commonality coupled with family design in system of sys-
tem scenarios. This paper introduced a product family de-
sign methodology addressing the platform combinatorial
problem by using pattern recognition on a database that
has been biased to the physics of the problem. It is be-
lieved that this methodology will improve over existing
methods because 1) pattern recognition could be used to
help identify those points that are more alike guiding plat-
form selection, 2) sensitivity to changing requirements can
be captured by comparing the clustering results from differ-
ent design databases that have been filtered with different
requirements, and 3) knowing potential family platforms
can enable better product family exploration because poor
platform combinations can be excluded.
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To begin demonstrating the methodology on a real
world test case, a modeling environment was first created
that captures the complexity of the scenarios involved with
sufficient detail to be useful in determining the impact dif-
ferent components have on the overall systems.

Research progress to date has been to understand the
general product family design process, as well as details
into both test scenarios so that the proposed product fam-
ily design methodology is tested on problems that reflect
reality. These models were created to map the component
level physical characteristics into progressively higher per-
formance spaces. The sensor models are based on first
principles, the aircraft model was implemented using the
validated aircraft modeling code of FLOPS for overall ve-
hicle performance, and overarching agent based simulation
to determine mission performances were developed. The
fully integrated simulation environment enables the impact
of low level component settings to be mapped into how
well customer needs are met.

The next steps are to explore the integrated model de-
sign space for the subsystems. After a validation is com-
pleted and a baseline point analyzed, the next steps are to
apply pattern recognition techniques on the database of the
different component subspaces to identify similarities that
could eventually become a single common component. It
is believed that by reducing the combinatorial problem due
to the identification of these commonalities, potential qual-
ity product families can be found more efficiently than had
other product family design methods been used.[3]
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